A   SPATE   OF   ADJECTIVES
We think, however, of Mr. Thompson's 1897 volume
more as a collection of magnificent experiments than
matured poems; while, on the other hand, Mr. William
Watson's   Hope of the World causes us to glance back
to what he has   done   rather   than   to  look forward to
what he may do.     More persistent rivalry was that of
Mr.  Newbolt,  whose Admirals All holds  in  its  thirty
pages   a   kind   of   straightforward,   vigorous,   musical
national verse of which  Englishmen  cannot have too
much.    But  good  though  we   consider  these  ballads,
they have not the shining merit of Mr. Phillips's work,
nor can we hold them quite worthy of the honour of
'coronation'.     In a long review of Phillips's  Christ in
Hades, written by Lewis Hind  and  published in  The
Academy of January  ist,  1898, the reviewer remarked
that   'the   poem   has   qualities—a   distinction   and   an
individuality—which lifts it out of the category of minor
verse,  and  has  attracted widespread  attention to this
poem which has the Virgilian stateliness and Virgilian
simplicity.'    Mr.   Hind   was   never   stinting   in   his
adjectives—they  ran  from  him  like  a  sort  of verbal
flux—and this is how he concludes: * We trust that Mr.
Phillips will take Christ in Hades as his standard, and
will be content with nothing which does not at least
equal that, alike in individuality of outlook, and in the
perfect fusion of matter into form which is that inde-
finable, inevitable, undeniable thing, style.'    Here is an
example   of   the   'Virgilian   stateliness,   the   Virgilian
simplicity', of that perfect fusion of matter into form :
'Canst thou not make the primrose venture up
Or bring the gentlest shower?    O pity us;
For I would ask of thee only to look
Upon the wonderful sunlight, and to smell
Earth in the rain.    Is not the labourer,
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